This article explores the mechanisms of the organization and operation of virtual payment systems. The appearance of such payment systems is associated with the development of Internet technologies in the field of mutual settlements for goods (works and services). The study aims at analyzing the classification, types of emission of cryptocurrencies, the mechanism of functioning of cryptocurrency systems; evaluating their impact on the monetary system and the involvement of individuals in the laundering of illegal incomes using cryptocurrencies; estimating prospects for the development of virtual payment systems in Russia and abroad, and defining mechanisms to counteract illegal activities. As a result, the current status of virtual cryptocurrency systems is estimated, their distinctive features and advantages are considered. The study also identifies drawbacks in the use of cryptocurrency with the involvement of individuals in the system of non-cash settlements. The results of the analysis of cryptocurrency systems can be useful for the improvement of the state monetary policy.
on the principles of reasoning, made it possible to identify the key problems in the development of virtual payment systems based on modern IT technologies.
The invention of cryptocurrencies is a new type of E-money, which was made possible due to the development of the Internet, innovative technologies and modern encryption tools based on blockchain technology. Actual generation of virtual money (issuing or emission of cryptocurrencies) requires a complicated technology and processes.
All crypto-currencies are generated by using the so-called mining process. Typically, the miners (creators of a cryptocurrency in question) use super-powerful computers or servers with special video cards and chips. Crypto-currencies are called "electronic gold".
By 2017 over 1500 cryptocurrencies have been created. The most widely used is Bitcoin, but there are hundreds of alt-coins like Litecoin, Peercoin, Namecoin, Worldcoin, Hobonickel, Gridcoin, Fireflycoin, Zeuscoin, etc. [1] As defined by FATF (Financial Action Task Force), virtual currency is a measure of value that can be traded digitally, but does not have a legal tender status in any jurisdiction. However, crypto currency can be exchanged for fiat money (dollar, euro, ruble) and vice versa. These transactions take place on virtual exchanges.
Many governments believe that Bitcoin and other crypto-currencies must be regulated in the same manner as the fiat money, because there is a risk that bitcoin and alt-coins are used or will be used to launder illegal profits and for other illegal financial transactions. Some countries (Germany, USA) already regulate cryptocurrencies, but because it is very difficult to build an efficient regulatory system, many countries (Thailand, Iceland, Russia etc) completely or partially prohibit the use of crypto-currency. [2] Consequently, both governments and individuals need regulatory and monitoring structures for anonymous payment systems. The main problem of modern blockchainbased payment systems is the emergence of new schemes for the legalization of illegal profits, despite liberalization of the movement of funds.
This chart clearly shows a trend towards an increase in the outflow of capital from the national financial systems. In 2013, capital outflows exceeded 60 billion USD. In 2014, it reached US$ 150 million -an increase of 2.5 times. The outflow of capital from the Russian Federation is 30-40%.
This trend demonstrates -loud and clear -the need for systems that will identify money laundering risks and threats and protect our financial and economic systems. In 2008 Satoshi Nakamoto published the Internet article entitled "Bitcoin: A Peer-toPeer Electronic Cash System" [3] where he described methods for creating a peer-topeer payment system that allows its members to make electronic transactions without any regulatory oversight. The author proved that this objective could be achieved by using a digital signature. However, one must take into account that the digital signature system requires an authorized individual, which essentially doubles its costs and deprives the system of its advantages.
Main part

1) Analyzing the basic conditions for emergence of risk of the banking system participation and individuals in the process of laundering of illegal profits
As we have already noted, the crypto-currency system is an innovative equivalent of a global payment system based on a public collective register of transactions. Some even believe that crypto currency is capable of replacing the existing financial systems.
Why? Because unlike the fiat money issued (emitted) by central banks, Bitcoin and altcoins are based on the trust of participants in the payment system.
Based on a comprehensive analysis of cryptocurrencies and their circulation, we can identify their key features as follows:
• Anonymity of transactions;
• Weak control over transfers;
• Decentralized emission/issuing process;
• Absence of any regulator [4] The main source of risks in using e-money is that it is practically impossible to con- On the one hand, anonymity of payments and emission/issuing process is attractive to users seeking tax evasion tools (e.g., from shadow economy). On the other hand, exactly this anonymity significantly increases the risks of financial losses for currency owners due to the bankruptcy of cryptocurrency stock exchanges or hacking.
The fundamental principle of anonymity, on which all cryptocurrencies are based, does not make them attractive to the government authorities because the anonymity of payments is hampering the regulation of the national economy by financial authorities of the economy and does not comply with the internationally accepted standards of disclosing information by participants in financial markets [1] Recently, cryptocurrency-based lending has been introduced. An individual requests the necessary loan amount. In response he/she receives offers that include both the loan amount and the interest rate. Thus, parties enter in loan contracts bypassing banks and other lending institutions. [5] Cryptocurrencies are either centralized (i.e. have a single issuer) or decentralized (i.e., have multiple issuers).
By the end of 2008, the decentralized Bitcoin crypto currency had been created.
Bitcoin made it possible to build a multiple-issuer cryptocurrency system without compromising the trust of the participants. A common feature of new payment methods is the absence of a direct personal contact between parties, -and of the customer identification. According to FATF Recommendation 8, the absence of such contact represents a "specific" risk of money laundering because it allows criminals to act anonymously.
Moreover, obviously, it creates new attractive opportunities for organized crime that needs money-laundering schemes for legalizing enormous amounts of cash generated by their illegal activities. According to estimates by IMF and World Bank, the total amount of laundered funds in the world reaches 3-5% of world GDP, (i.е. US$ 2-3 trillion) [7] Such enormous amounts of laundered proceeds from criminal activities significantly decrease the efficiency of social and economic reforms initiated by the governments and create obstacles to attractive private investments into national economies. It must also be taken into account that organized crime always tries to expand its operations, often resorting to violence. [8] 2) International regulatory practices in combating money laundering operations International cooperation in combatting money laundering is based on bilateral and multilateral treaties and is implemented as joint activities under the auspices of international organizations. [7] . Egmont Group also issues recommendations and guidelines which must be adhered to by each member agency. The most rapidly developing form of financial and investment activity with very high risks was in the last 2017 ICO ("initial offering of coins, initial coin placement").
In fact, ICO is one of the forms of collective financing, crowdfinding. The peculiarity is that ICO is tightly connected with the technology of blocking and cryptocurrencies.
However, the issuance of cryptocurrency is carried out outside mining. It is enough for the issuer to convince investors of the effectiveness of their own project and to provide the investor with a guarantee for the repurchase of its cryptocurrency. So, in 2017 the "Kolionovo" farm was financed with the help of the ICO and 401 Bitcoin was earned [13] . According to "Kaspersky Lab", the number of cyberattacks on holders of cryptocurrency in Russia has increased dramatically. In some of these attacks, cyber-criminals used the CryptoShuffler to steal 23 bitcoins (at the time valued at about $150,000) by changing the address of the user's wallet during the transaction. [9] Another type of fraud is browser mining: more and more sites are adding miners to JavaScript files. Mining occurs during the browsing of the site in question. Criminals use asm.js for mining (instead of the usual JavaScript used to implement hash algorithms).
The names of frequently used scripts are as follows:
• scrypt.asm.js (Litecoin),
• cryptonight.asm.js (Monero),
• neoscrypt.asm.js (Feathercoin).
The address of the Feathercoin cryptocurrency wallet is the same for all transactions, while several different addresses are used for Monero cryptocurrency. Reducing risk is possible by either using script execution blockers or disabling JS altogether. Additional security extensions are currently being developed, e.g. NoCoin. Besides, AdBlock has released an extension/filter that does not allow the execution of malicious scripts. [10] However, experts estimate that, despite all these preventive measures, more than $ 200 million have been stolen from crypto-currency wallets this year alone. [9] Based on the results of the study, you can draw up a list of potential risks associated with virtual currency. First of all, we should mention the improvement and further active use of various types of services and tools, allowing to ensure a high degree of anonymity, such as the service for washing "Mixer". Its essence lies in the fact that it ensures hiding the chain of operations in the chain of blocks by binding all operations to the same bitcoin address. Thus, the service sends all the blocks together, creating the impression that they are sent from a different address. Here, of note are the following services "mixers": Blockchain.info; Bitcoin Laundery; Bitlaunder; Easycoin [18] .
The list of anonymizers and services can also include such tools as the network Tor (anonymous network), Dark Wallet (anonymous network service). These networks can hide the source of bitcoin operations and ensure anonymity. Special mention should be made of the service "Dark Wallet" associated with the hidden website "Silk Road".
Drugs, weapons, goods and services prohibited by law were bought and sold anonymously through this site.
Among the possible risks of using crypto currency, we note: • financing of terrorist organizations;
• penetration into information systems with unlawful purposes;
• unauthorized use of identification data;
• creation of viruses-extortionists (cryptolockers);
• drug trafficking, illegal trafficking in arms and people;
• blackmail;
• kidnapping;
• bribery of voters [1] .
4) Instruments for financial monitoring and combatting illegal cryptocurrency activities in the Russian Federation
The officials of the Russian Central Bank (Bank of Russia) note that in the Russian This law requires the development of a comprehensive system of measures for identification, evaluation and minimization of new threats originating from technological advances in the development and evolution of payment systems. [8] .
Recently the ICOLab Holding and the "Rating Agency for the Evaluation of Digital Economy Projects" signed an agreement to jointly develop standards and methodologies for evaluating technology start-ups and creating professional ratings of projects and technologies that intend to raise money via ICO -Initial Coin Offering (an unregulated means by which funds are raised for a new cryptocurrency venture). [11] . These standards and ratings are necessary because cybercriminals are very interested in conducting fraudulent ICOs.
Also worth noting is the signed cooperation agreement between ICOLab Holding and the "Rating Agency for the Evaluation of Digital Economy Projects". The partners who sign the agreement plan to develop standards and methodologies for evaluating technological start-ups and creating professional ratings of projects and technologies [16] , since attracting money through ICO often arouses the interest of scammers.
Suggested installation in Moscow of "cryptomats" for automated selling of digital currencies can also be considered a tool for financial monitoring of cryptocurrencies.
Development of crypto currency in Russia, despite the existing risks, became possible due to the activities of Qiwi payment service, which proposed the creation of the specifically Russian crypto currency "bitruble". The Bank of Russia is ready to discuss the possibility of creating a new virtual payment system.
There are other factors in the Russian Federation that are creating the favorable conditions for the development and legalization of crypto-currency systems:
• Achievements of Russian cryptographers;
• Availability of a large number of competent IT professionals in the labor market
• Favorable climate for establishing large computing facilities
• Economic crisis that demands a radical reduction in operational and other expenses;
• Strained relations with the main regulators of global financial flows.
In addition to the above-mentioned mechanisms of counteraction, it is necessary to create an atmosphere of ideological intolerance for participating in schemes for the legalization of illegally obtained incomes, based on the principles of civic society [10] .
Conclusion
Recommendations The comparative analysis of various sources identified the following positive aspects of crypto-currency technologies:
• They reduce transaction costs,
• They verify authenticity and manage the reputation of the parties in the transaction,
• They ensure communication and trust between the participants of the system.
The unified digital blockchain-based platform helps professionals find customers and, under optimal and safe conditions, offers them financial and information services of high quality.
Blockchain technologies must be primarily used by the government entities, banking and innovative hi-tech sectors.
Obviously, there are different opinions regarding every aspect of cryptocurrency systems. However, the positions of digital currencies in the global economy are getting stronger because they can be successfully used for a variety of purposes.
